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Imou Cell Go Portable Battery Camera (white)

Imou Cell Go Portable Battery Camera (white).
Imou Cell Go is a portable battery camera that is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use due to its IP65 protection. The device is small
and easy to use - it can be used as a surveillance camera, but also as a camera for recording selected moments thanks to Cell Go's vlog
function. The built-in 4GB eMMC memory card and the cloud, free for a year, are places where you can store your recordings. It's also an
option to  upload them directly  to  your  phone when you connect  to  it.  This  feature is  also  particularly  useful  if  you want  to  install  the
camera  in  a  basement  or  other  place  without  internet  access.  Installation  is  instant  and  very  simple.  Artificial  intelligence-supported
person  detection  boasts  a  99%  success  rate,  so  you  can  rest  assured  about  your  loved  ones  and  your  possessions.  In  addition,  the
camera has a microphone and speaker, as well as a built-in voice changer, in case you want to remain anonymous to those you speak to.
 
Ease of Installation and Use
With ease of  use in mind,  the Imou Cell  Go is  designed to make installation instant and intuitive.  The camera has a built-in 5000mAh
battery, which makes it work stably for a longer period of time. Also noteworthy is the fact that the camera can be connected directly to
your phone, allowing you to send recordings even in areas without Wi-Fi coverage.
 
Storage Options and Access to Recordings
The Imou Cell Go offers several recording storage options, adding to its versatility. You can use the built-in 4GB eMMC memory card or
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the cloud, which is free for a year. These options are particularly useful for those who want to make sure their data is safe. In addition,
the function of  transferring recordings to  your  phone when you connect  to  it  makes it  extremely  easy and convenient  to  access  your
saved materials.
 
Resilience and Two-Way Communication
The Imou Cell Go camera is IP65 certified, making it ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. It can operate in harsh weather conditions
such as rain or wind, and is also dust-resistant. The camera is also equipped with a microphone and speaker for two-way communication.
If you are concerned about maintaining anonymity, you can use the built-in voice changer. The Cell Go can operate in 6 different modes
to match conditions perfectly. Mode: standard, high performance, economical, continuous recording, VLOG and custom mode
 
The set includes: 
Camera x 1 
Manual x 1 
Power cable x 1 
Tape x 1 
Expansion screw x 3 
Magnetic accessory x 1
	Brand 
	Imou 
	Model 
	Cell Go 
	Color 
	White
	Battery 
	5000mAh 
	Siren volume 
	90dB
	Resistance 
	IP65
	Weight 
	208.9g
	Dimensions
	88 x 60 x 42mm 
	Power consumption
	

Preço:

€ 93.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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